IJ-15K
IN-LINE DIGITAL METERING SYSTEM
Improving output through innovation

NEW INDICIA, LOWER COSTS

SPECIFICATIONS

Neopost introduced the world’s first IBI meter. Now, we bring you the
next generation of this innovative technology, which cuts costs more
than ever before. Called IBI-Lite, this new, USPS compliant, mini Indicia
costs a fraction of the price of traditional inkjet metering technology.
It consumes less ink, ensures constant imprint quality and can print at
full speed, even in mixed mail batches.

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
Length x Depth x Height

13” x 18” x 13.5”

ELECTRICAL
Power requirements

120 V (+10% -5% VAC)
Frequency: 60Hz

PERFORMANCE
Speed (single rate)
Speed (mixed weight/rate)

Up to 15,000 envelopes per hour
Up to 15,000 envelopes per hour

FEATURES
IBI-Lite Letterbox

IBI-Lite Presorted

Neopost’s IJ-15K is the only machine in the world offering IBI-Lite for both
letterbox and presorted envelopes.

Postage presets
Mail class dies
Advertising slogans
Custom text messages
Departments

10
7 preset, 2 customer definable
9
9
500

ENVELOPE SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum length
Maximum length
Minimum width
Maximum width
Maximum thickness

5”
15”
3.5”
12”
5/8”

OPTIONS
Free-standing light tower
Report printer

Yes
Yes

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST
Neopost is a leading worldwide provider for mailing and shipping
solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and
efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business
run more effectively.
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• 15,000 envelopes per hour for both single
and mixed weight/rate mail
• USPS® IBI compliant ink saving indicia
• Clean, crisp indicia on thick and uneven envelopes
• Electronic or mechanical connection to inserters

IJ-15K
SEAMLESS CONTINUOUS
PROCESSING FOR THE
PRODUCTION
ENVIRONMENT
High-performance in-line digital metering system

IJ-15K

Easy-to-use touch screen, with
direct access to memorized
jobs and report printing

IMPROVING OUTPUT THROUGH INNOVATION
The Neopost IJ-15K is specially designed as a high-volume metering system,
which connects in-line to production inserters.
Its robust design, high-productivity level, state-of-the art serviceability and low
cost of ownership make it the perfect choice for production environments with
extreme mailing demands.

Large, 350ml, hot-swappable high-yield ink
reservoir
Sleek design featuring flat top cover

IMPROVE MAIL CENTER OUTPUT WITH
GREATER EFFICIENCY & RELIABILITY
SAVE ON OPERATING COSTS WITH
NEW INK SAVING INDICIA
& REDUCED MAINTENANCE

Secure, easily swappable internal meter
Automatically
adjusts to envelopes
up to 5/8” thick

MANAGE MAIL ACTIVITY WITH
BATCH REPORTING &
EXPENDITURE TRACKING

If your business would benefit from less downtime, easier ink management,
single-or-mixed mail capability – with just one meter for different postage values –
and a crisp, clear indicia every time, the IJ-15K is the machine for you.
Gain instant operational status: the
free-standing repositionable status light
can be placed anywhere in the mail
center for easier monitoring

LESS DOWNTIME, MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY

CLEAN PRINTING, EVERY TIME

With the Neopost IJ-15K, time wasted on envelope jams and ink-changing is a thing of the past. Its very short paper path and automatic thickness adjustment
minimize jams and ensure continuous processing, while its hot-swappable ink reservoir keeps things constantly running. And thanks to an integrated, secure
meter – protected from any of the dangers in a busy production environment – the risk of meter downtime and tied up postal funds is greatly reduced.

A clear, crisp indicia is guaranteed every time with the IJ-15K. It prints easily and clearly, leaving no mess or smudges, including thick and uneven envelopes up
to 5/8” thick. That’s because Smart Clean print head maintenance technology means print heads clean themselves when the system pauses and detects the
need to clean. Proven HP inkjet technology ensures the IJ-15K runs smoothly on patented fast dry, smudge resistant ink on a variety of print surfaces.

SINGLE OR MIXED MAIL CAPABILITY AT FULL SPEED

MAIL CENTER INTEGRATION MADE EASY

EASIER INK MANAGEMENT

INTEGRATED EASE-OF-USE

The IJ-15K smoothly handles single or mixed
weight mail, automatically setting the rate on the fly
at speeds of up to 15,000 envelopes per hour.
One meter can set up to three different postage values with
reliability and speed, saving time, increasing output and
reducing meter investment and rental costs.

The IJ-15K will easily work in-line with current or legacy production folder
inserters. The IJ-15K also connects electronically to leading production
folder inserters, depending on the model, to provide mixed weight
postage capabilities without a reduction in speed, resulting in optimal
productivity. The free-standing status light can be placed anywhere in
the mail center, so that users can monitor metering activity even at a
distance.

The proven, reliable HP inkjet technology of the IJ-15K is already trusted
in the busiest production environments around the world. With a
separate print head and large, 350ml high-yield reservoir; easy access
to the ink reservoir; and a clean, easy to replace inking system, the
Neopost IJ-15K takes the headache out of ink management.
Productivity is increased with the hot-swappable reservoir enabling
continuous operation while replenishing ink.

The ergonomic design of the new IJ-15K makes using the machine easier
than ever. An intuitive, touch screen menu offers an easy way to select
the work mode, while offering an overview of batch configuration.
Operating status is easily viewed on screen, while frequent jobs can be
memorized and end of batch reports easily printed for accounting
purposes.

